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Executive Summary 
The project “Innovation and Employability for Women” (ieWomen) is financed by the Financial Mechanism of 
the European Economic Area (EEA) Period 2009-2014, under the control of the General Secretariat for 
Research and Technology.   

The project’s goal is to determine the status of technology in terms of participation and awareness among 
women, particularly young, in the Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) and the benefits arising 
from their use in the field of employment. 

The implementation of the project has been undertaken by the National Center for Scientific Research 
“Demokritos” (Greece), the General Secretariat for Gender Equality-GSGE (Greece), Federation of Hellenic 
Information Technology & Communications Enterprises-SEPE (Greece), the Creative Thinking Development-
CRETHIDEV (Greece) 

European Centre for Women and Technology (ECWT) - Norway 

The project will focus on exploring how social networks and the Internet can fight the employment disparities 
and promote new opportunities for entrepreneurship and self-employment of women and especially, young 
women. 

The project involves the detection and evaluation of the existing possibilities offered by the electronic 
networks, tools and markets, as well as professional, educational, social networking platforms and e-learning. 

A parallel scientific research will document and analyze the current use of the Internet for employment 
purposes and the awareness of young women in Greece. 

Finally, the project will be completed with a feasibility study that will lead to the formulation of standards for 
the creation of a research and innovation center for women. 

In this context, promotional and communication activities are an important and integral part of the project.  
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1. Introduction 
 

The project “Innovation and Employability for Women” (ieWomen) is financed by the Financial Mechanism of 
the European Economic Area (EEA) Period 2009-2014, under the control of the General Secretariat for 
Research and Technology.   

The project’s goal is to determine the status of technology in terms of participation and awareness among 
women, particularly young women in the Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) and the benefits 
arising from their use in the field of employment. 

The project will focus on exploring how social networks and the Internet can fight the employment disparities 
and promote new opportunities for entrepreneurship and self-employment of women and especially, young 
women. 

The project involves the detection and evaluation of the existing possibilities offered by the electronic 
networks, tools and markets, as well as professional, educational, social networking platforms and e-learning. 

A parallel scientific research will document and analyze the current use of the Internet for employment 
purposes and the awareness of young women in Greece. 

Finally, the project will be completed with a feasibility study that will lead to the formulation of standards for 
the creation of a research and innovation center for women. 

This deliverable describes the ieWOMEN promotional and communication activities to be carried out during 
the project lifetime. 

The objective of this deliverable is to present the overall communication and dissemination strategy in order 
to provide a common framework for the diffusion of the project concept and results. It provides a clear 
understanding of the target groups and actions needed to approach them. The design of a well-elaborated 
dissemination and awareness plan will support the successful communication among identified stakeholders, 
passing to each of them a clear message with the expected benefits from the project, using a variety of 
dissemination methods tailored to the specific needs of the target audiences. Furthermore, this document 
explains dissemination activities and tools and how they need to be employed during the project life so that 
the project and its results will be disseminated as widely and effectively as possible.  

The key issues to be elaborated concern the definition of the key messages that will be passed to the target 
groups of the project, the identification of the target groups of the project and the key dissemination tools 
and activities to be selected. 

The dissemination strategy will be constantly updated during the project lifetime. These needs emerged 
through the close interaction with the target groups as well as among the consortium partners themselves. 
This deliverable aims to assist the consortium to generate an effective flow of information and publicity about 
the objectives and results of work. 

All partners will coordinate and plan efforts to promote and communicate the project’s goals and results 
through every available channel. 

The basic approach is to: 

- Set up dissemination objectives to be pursued; 

- Select the target communities to disseminate information on project activities and results; 

- Identify the messages to be transmitted; 

- Determine the communication channels and tools to be used. 

A dissemination plan that wants to be effective must evolve in parallel to the project development.  
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This deliverable is formulated by the effort of the Federation of Hellenic ICT Enterprises (SEPE), in cooperation 
with the other partners, taking into account the contribution that can be provided by each one of the 
participating partners.   

SEPE (Federation of Hellenic Information Technology & Communications Enterprises) was founded in March 
1995 and is the sector’s representative for the digital technology industry, aiming at the development of the 
Greek economy and society. 

As some of the its main actions are the rise of public awareness on the importance of digital technology and 
the transition of our society to an information society for all, the development of a high - speed 
telecommunication network to address and assist the current Communication Infrastructure, the promotion of 
close partnerships between digital technology companies and the public sector as well as the collaboration 
with all relevant bodies for the development and effective implementation of a National Strategy for Digital 
Technology , SEPE has gained great experience in the coordination and monitoring of projects. 
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2. Aims and objectives  
The dissemination activities will be organized in cooperation with all partners. The partners have long standing 
experience in the area of dissemination activities, as they all have participated in a series of various EU funded 
projects and have organized a series of conferences, seminars and other public events. 

N.C.S.R. “D” and SEPE have extensive experience in dissemination actions as they have coordinated and/or 
participated in numerous successful EU funded projects over the years. They have conducted a series of 
dissemination events and activities to support these projects and to raise awareness and inform interested 
parties and stakeholders about their scope and potential. 

Partners will use their own online tools, newsletters, their experienced staff and their relations with relevant 
journalists and media workers in order to implement the dissemination plan. 

The results will be disseminated through the press and media campaign to the general public and to the 
relevant stakeholders through the multiplier event that will be organized by the end of the project, which is a 
conference that will be held in Athens. In addition, the project results will be disseminated during the 
implementation and at its completion through the website of the project. 

This WP is expected to play a key role in the disseminating of project’s results and in raising awareness about 
the gender equality related with ICT. 

Its main objectives are: 

• to disseminate the project results through events, online and offline tools. 

• to involve a network of stakeholders in project activities through the creation of Multi-stakeholder groups 
and the organization of Workshops 

• to coordinate e-Women activities with other relevant projects and initiatives in the ICT sector. 
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3. Key Messages 
The key messages are considered to be a first priority when defining the communication policy, it is essential 
to establish key messages that need to be communicated in the various publications according to purpose of 
dissemination and target audience.  

The key messages have to be defined in terms that they will be understandable to each target group. These 
key messages should be included in all the project communications.  

 Role models for women. 
 Aspiring women entrepreneurs. 
 ICT courses to encourage female participation. 
 Mentoring for female entrepreneurs. 
 Developing a common definition and understanding of what digital skills and competences are. 
 Improving the understanding and definition of digital skills needs.  
 Providing relevant digital skills training opportunities for all. 
 Supporting workforce upskilling to enhance digital adoption. 
 Strengthening digital literacy and digital skills. 
 Fostering digital entrepreneurship. 
 Inspire girls to pursue IT studies and careers and encourage better gender balance by promoting a 

stronger role of women. 
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4. Dissemination Activities & Tools 
All consortium partners define and validate the most effective strategy to promote project activities and 
disseminate project results, building on their experience and contacts’ networks.  

The Dissemination Plan outlines the activities to be carried out during the project’s lifetime.  

 

4.1 Logo 

A logo is the key element that determines the visual identity of a project. The partners of the project 
agreed on the common logo for the “ieWOMEN” project. The “ieWOMEN” logo has been adopted by the 
partners. 

4.2 Internet  

In order to promote the project’s goal and results, internet tools will be used for communicating the relevant 
information to the public. 

4.2.1 Website 

The purpose of a project’s website is to inform the interested public on the project’s activities and to 
disseminate the project’s results.  

A dedicated website will be created in order to present the project and all relevant information to the public. 
For this purpose, the www.iewomen.eu domain name has been selected: “iewomen” in order to reflect both 
the project’s key words and “.eu” for approaching the multi-country involvement. The website will be fully 
functional both in Greek and in English. 

The website’s sitemap will include:  

 Homepage 
 The Project 
 Partners 
 Work Packages 
 News 
 Contact 
 Search 

The website’s creation and maintenance will be undertaken by SEPE. Information to be uploaded apart from 
the general content included in the project’s documentation will be provided by all partners involved in the 
project.  

4.2.2 Social Media 

Social networks are nowadays an important part of the communication and dissemination of a project or a 
service. For this reason, “ieWomen” project has set up an account on Facebook. 

The content of this on-line tools will complement the project website and provide a source of additional 
information for the project’ results dissemination. 

4.2.3 e-Banners 

To establish the project’s brand, electronic banners will be presented during the dissemination of a large-scale 
Newsletter including articles about the digital technology. This Newsletter has an audience of 75,000 recipients. 
This will greatly accommodate raising awareness for the project, it’s purposes, developments and results. 
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4.3 Presentations/Publications 

The “ieWomen” project partners will disseminate the project’s developments and results via a set of different 
occasions. To promote the project’s awareness, all partners will pursue maximum visibility through 
presentations on the occasion their participation in third party events and activities, as well as press releases 
and publications of articles and newsletters including information regarding the project, its’ course and results. 

Project’s partners will have the ability to publish the results on the project’s website. Our intention is to openly 
publish the Deliverables, which are scheduled to be public. Those publications are an important mean of 
dissemination. They will be realized paper-based and as far as possible as PDF-files in the download area of 
the website. 

Moreover, results will be also published through own newsletters. The purpose of the Newsletter is to distribute 
electronically the project’s news and results to the public. To do so, each partner maintains a list, including e-
mail addresses for the newsletters’ distribution. The project’s dedicated Newletters will have a reach of 1,500 
recepients. 

In addition, the partners will have the ability to present the project in conferences or workshops and to publish 
relevant articles in scientific journals. 

4.4 Final Conference  

A final conference will be organized in Athens in order not only to present the project’s results but also to 
highlight the significant role that the Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) can have and the 
opportunities that can be provided for growth in terms of employability, entrepreneurship and innovation in 
the benefit of society and especially women as the target group of interest.  

The event will target to create awareness on the ieWOMEN project per se, but also attract distinguished 
speakers and guests in order to enhance the discussion on how to maximize female involvement for both 
society and economy growth.   

The event can be expected to include: 

Keynote presentations by key stakeholders, panel discussions based on the projects outcome and results and 
best cases promoting female talent using ICT. The event is planned to take place towards the completion of 
the project, i.e. March 2017. 

The event organization will be undertaken by NCSR “Demokritos” supported by SEPE, in cooperation with the 
participating partners; all partners will be involved in developing the event’s concept and agenda and for 
marketing the conference, through their own available channels such as websites, mailing lists, social media, 
etc., in order to achieve the best possible attendance. 
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4.5 Activities Reporting Template 

 

All communication activities from the partners are being recorded in the below template. 
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5. Conclusions 
The project’s goal was to determine the status of technology in terms of participation and awareness among 
women, particularly young women in the Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) and the benefits 
arising from their use in the field of employment. 
The project focused on exploring how social networks and the Internet can fight the employment disparities 
and promote new opportunities for entrepreneurship and self-employment of women and especially, young 
women. 
The project involved the detection and evaluation of the existing possibilities offered by the electronic 
networks, tools and markets, as well as professional, educational, social networking platforms and e-learning. 
 
The main tool was the execution of a scientific research that would document and analyze the current use of 
the Internet for employment purposes and the awareness of young women in Greece. 
 
The project had an immediate effect firstly on the women that were invited to participate in the research, 
since the message of Innovation and Employability for Women project was distributed to thousands of - mostly 
- women potentially participants, resulting to achieve the project’s goal for 1,000 questionnaires submitted.  
The ages of the women surveyed were mostly between 16-44 years old (93,6%); 93,8% of the women 
surveyed were higher education graduates; 54,9% reside in areas with a population of over 500,000 
inhabitants, 18,6% lives in areas with a population from 50,000 to 500,000 inhabitants and 26,1% reside in 
areas with less than 50,000 inhabitants; 61,5% of women are employed, 19,8% are unemployed, 12,1% are 
self-employed and 4,9% are students.  
In addition, interviews with stakeholders and a focus group, to test the survey and literature review findings 
on female entrepreneurship and employability was executed.  
 
The survey showed gender differences in entrepreneurial abilities, since survey participants believe that 
women: are equally capable to men in owning and leading businesses, possess the characteristics necessary 
to be business leaders, though younger women belonging to the 16-24 age group believe the same, but to a 
lesser degree showing that stereotypes are less challenged among young and inexperienced women. However, 
there is a mismatch between participants’ beliefs on women entrepreneurship and their ability to succeed in 
it. 
 
The research indicated that, although women believe that they are as capable as men to lead a business, very 
few choose to start a business in the ICT sector. Also, 74% of the women in the sample believe that women 
are under- represented in the ICT sector, with younger women (16-24) stating more strongly this belief. The 
vast majority of the sample (90,1%) stated that digital entrepreneurship is among the most important success 
indicators in 21st century economy; Digital technologies are practical and tangible tools for women to 
overcome longstanding inequalities; ICT can help women to be better educated, to gain employment through 
telework or newly created information jobs, to create their own on-line business. 
 
The project also showed actions that can promote the participation of women in technology and 
entrepreneurship, such as: Acquaintance with role models for women is essential; Programs aiming at 
improving perceptions of aspiring women entrepreneurs are needed; also, ICT courses could include elements 
that encourage female participation (engendering ICT courses); ICT programs in schools and tertiary 
institutions should incorporate dimensions that would prepare students for starting their own businesses; 
Facilitation of networking for female aspiring and existing entrepreneurs and mentoring for female 
entrepreneurs. It is also very important to raise awareness by multiple actions and initiatives, to develop a 
common definition and understanding of what digital skills and competences are, improve the understanding 
and definition of digital skills needs. In addition, upgrading the digital skills of the labor force with a focus on 
professional-related digital skills should be pursuit. 
 
Agreeing with the project’s goal, the messaging communication channels mostly included the use of internet 
tools, such as: The project’s dedicated website, that reached approximately 2,350 sessions/monthly; the 
distribution of e-Newsletters targeting a potential audience of 75,000 viewers/per issue, the use of social 
media to present the project’s development. 
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The project’s results were presented to a multi oriented audience during its Final Conference with the 
participation of distinguished speakers and guests, giving the opportunity to discuss the results and the 
proposals to improve the use of technology tools and other means for improving women’s employability.  
In addition to that, the project was presented in third’s parties events, aiming to achieve the broadest 
awareness possible.  
 
The ieWomen project was successfully executed as it provided an excellent vehicle to showcase the gap of 
women’ involvement and exploitation of digital technology, as far as employability, self-entrepreneurship and 
life improvement is concerned. In addition, its results will be used in the future as knowledge and think tank, 
to pursue effective addressing of all challenges raised.   
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6. Annexes 
 
Annex I – GRAPHICS 
 
1. Logo 
 

 
 
 

2. Website: www.iewomen.eu 

Homepage Demo (GR/EN Version) 

  

 

3. Social Media 

The project’s FB account was created: https://www.facebook.com/ieWomen.eu/, in order to provide 
information regarding the ieWOMEN project activities and create awareness. 

 

4. e-Banner 
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Destination URL: www.iewomen.eu.  

This graphic was created to be presented online directing viewser to the project’s web site. 
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 Annex II – PARTNERS’S DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES REPORTS 

All communication activities from the partners are being recorded in the below template. 

1. NCSR 

 

  

Organisation: Country: GREECE
Please specify if necessary Date(s)

(short description, names, 
titles, web-addresses etc.)

Duration

Frequency L R N E O

e-mails email 

Meetings several meetings continuously
Demokritos, 
Athens, GR x x research associates 40

Workshops

Flyers / Posters  
e-Women Final Conference in 

Athens 02/03/2017
Demokritos, 
Athens, GR

x x
multi-stakeholder 150

http://www.iewomen.eu/1005
_2/CONFERENCE

specific seminars (3 times)
24-25/9/2016

Demokritos, 
Athens, GR

x
educators & 
psychologists 1200 fotos offline

specific seminars (3 times)
30/9- 

1/10/2017
Demokritos, 
Athens, GR

x
educators & 
psychologists 1200 fotos offline

Annual seminar 22/10/2016
Demokritos, 
Athens, GR x educators-scientists 30 fotos offline

Annual seminar 14/9/2017
Demokritos, 
Athens, GR x educators-scientists 30 fotos offline

Publications / 
newspapers / 

Magazines
newsletter May 2017

Demokritos, 
Athens, GR

x x x

researchers, 
scientists, professors, 
ICT professionnals, 

groups, 
organisations, 

companies unlimited
https://www.iit.demokritos.gr/

newsletter/19.html
e-Women Final Conference in 

Athens
02/03/2017

Demokritos, 
Athens, GR

x x Multi-stakeholder 150
http://www.iewomen.eu/1005

_2/CONFERENCE

51st Annual summer school 5/7/2016
Demokritos, 
Athens, GR x

public - STEM 
students

400
fotos and video offline

www.iewomen.eu 3/10/2017
Project's 
website

x x
Multi-stakeholder

http://www.iewomen.eu/defau
lt.asp?pid=9&la=1&nct=1&nid

=12
e-Women project info 3/02/2016 Demokritos 

website
x x x x x public  

https://www.iit.demokritos.gr/
project/e-women

Others

questionnaire
July & August 

2016
Demokritos, 
Athens, GR

x female general public
10000 database mailing list

NCSR EU project partners continuously
web, Social 

media
x x

women tech 
entrepreneurs

Meetings

Workshops

Flyers / Posters  
e-Women Final Conference in 

Athens 02/03/2017
Demokritos, 
Athens, GR

x x
multi-stakeholder 150

http://www.iewomen.eu/1005
_2/CONFERENCE

specific seminars (3 times)
24-25/9/2016

Demokritos, 
Athens, GR

x
educators & 
psychologists 1200 fotos offline

specific seminars (3 times)
30/9- 

1/10/2017
Demokritos, 
Athens, GR

x
educators & 
psychologists 1200 fotos offline

Annual seminar 22/10/2016 Demokritos, 
Athens, GR x educators-scientists 30 fotos offline

Annual seminar 14/9/2017
Demokritos, 
Athens, GR x educators-scientists 30 fotos offline

Publications / 1st scientific paper
2017

Demokritos, 
Athens, GR

x x x
scientific community

http://online-
journals.org/index.php/i-

jac/article/view/6818/4351

2nd scientific paper
2017

Demokritos, 
Athens, GR

x x x
scientific community

http://online-
journals.org/index.php/i-

jep/article/view/6758/4453
 Newspapers / 

Magazines 

Radio / TV

www.iewomen.eu 3/10/2017
Project's 
website

x x
Multi-stakeholder ????

http://www.iewomen.eu/defau
lt.asp?pid=9&la=1&nct=1&nid

=12
e-Women project info 3/02/2016 Demokritos 

website
x x x x x public

https://www.iit.demokritos.gr/
project/e-women

e-Women Official Visit to 
Norway

26-28/09/2016
Oslo, 

Drammen, 
NO

x x
public & business 
sector, academia, 

NGOs
20+

http://www.ecwt.eu/en/entrepre
neurship

e-Women Final Conference in 
Athens

02/03/2017 Athens, GR x x Multi-stakeholder 150
http://www.iewomen.eu/1005

_2/CONFERENCE

Others

Internet

Lobbying / 
Networking

Internet

Seminars 
Conferences

e-Mails

Planned dissemination and exploitation activities in the ieWOMEN Project
Period: 1-1-2016/15-3-2017NCSR "D"

Characteristics of 
the Target Group

Size / number of organisations / 
persons reached approximately

Kind of documentation 
available

a) Inside your organisation

b) outside your organisation

PlaceActivities

Level: 
L = local; R = regional; N = 

national; E = EU; O = 
Outside EU 

Presentations 

Seminars 
Conferences
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2. GSGE 
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3. SEPE 

 

Organisation: Country: GREECE

Please specify if necessary Date(s)

(short description, names, titles, web-addresses etc.) Duration

Frequency L R N E O

e-mails SEPE Newsletter 10/3/2017 Greece x 8 emai l

Meetings SEPE stuff 1/3/2017 Greece x 8
SEPE stuff 22/9/2016 Greece x 8
SEPE stuff 8/3/2016 Greece x 8

Workshops
Flyers / Posters

Seminars Conferences
Publications / 

newspapers / Magazines
Presentations 

Internet

Others

e-Mails SEPE Newsletter 10/3/2017 Greece x x Multi -stakeholder 1,500 emai l
SEPE Newsletter 30/8/2016 Greece x x Multi -stakeholder 1,500 https://docs.google.com/forms /d/1yx8d5RFyT_SBptOE04Zs cVNkLBJQImTcfO5xyNeIY2Y/closedform
SEPE Newsletter 15/7/2016 Greece x x Multi -stakeholder 1,500 https://docs.google.com/forms /d/1yx8d5RFyT_SBptOE04Zs cVNkLBJQImTcfO5xyNeIY2Y/closedform

Meetings
Workshops

Flyers / Posters SEPE's  Members  General Assembly 15/6/2017 Athens, Greece Multi -stakeholder 300 Brochure
SEPE's  Members  General Assembly 5/7/2016 Athens, Greece Multi -stakeholder 300 Brochure

Seminars Conferences SEPE's  Members  General Assembly 15/6/2017 Athens, Greece Multi -stakeholder 300
e-Women Fina l  Conference in Athens 02/03/2017 Athens, Greece x Multi -stakeholder 150
SEPE's  Members  General Assembly 5/7/2016 Athens, Greece Multi -stakeholder 300
Digi ta l  Economy Forum 9/3/2016 Athens, Greece x Multi -stakeholder 800

Publications / www.sepe.gr 13/3/2017 SEPE' websi te x x Multi -stakeholder 50,000 http://www.sepe.gr/gr/res earch-s tudies/article/8620757/oi -tpe-meionoun-tis -ergas iakes -anis otites -metaxu-ton-fulon-/
 Newspapers / Magazines 

Radio / TV
Internet www.iewomen.eu 10/3/2017 Project's  websi te x x Multi -stakeholder 2,000 http://www.iewomen.eu/defaul t.asp?pid=9&la=1&nct=1&nid=12

www.sepe.gr 3/3/2017 SEPE' website x x Multi -stakeholder 50,000 http://www.sepe.gr/gr/information/press-releases/article/9073222/kainotomia-ka i-apas hol is imoti ta -gunaikon-iewomen/
www.sepe.gr 23/2/2017 SEPE' website x x Multi -stakeholder 50,000 http://www.sepe.gr/gr/events/event/?eid=1391
SEPE Newletter * ICT Sector News 23/2/2017 Greece x x Multi -stakeholder 75,000 http://0wsx.mj.am/nl/0ws x/l3lm1.html?a=pk28Bf&b=dd4c4a27&c=0wsx&d=cdfcc632&e=eed74ba0&emai l=myrvas %40sepe.gr
SEPE Newletter * ICT Sector News 21/2/2017 Greece x x Multi -stakeholder 75,000 http://0wsx.mj.am/nl/0ws x/l3st6.html?a=pj8PZQ&b=db9d5b39&c=0ws x&d=2d786cc9&e=cad75172&emai l=myrvas %40sepe.gr
www.iewomen.eu 16/2/2017 Greece x x Multi -stakeholder 2,000 http://0wsx.mj.am/nl/0ws x/l3st6.html?a=pj8PZQ&b=db9d5b39&c=0ws x&d=2d786cc9&e=cad75172&emai l=myrvas %40sepe.gr
www.iewomen.eu 19/10/2016 Greece x x Multi -stakeholder 2,000 http://www.iewomen.eu/defaul t.asp?pid=9&la=1&nct=1&nid=6
www.iewomen.eu 14/10/2016 Greece x x Multi -stakeholder 2,000 http://www.iewomen.eu/defaul t.asp?pid=9&la=1&nct=1&nid=7
www.sepe.gr 1/3/2016 SEPE' website x x Multi -stakeholder 50,000 http://www.sepe.gr/gr/internationa l -relations/conferences-projects/e-women/

Lobbying / Networking e-Women Offi cia l  Vi s it to Norway 26-28/09/2016 Drammen, Norway x Multi -stakeholder 15
e-Women Fina l  Conference in Athens 02/03/2017 Athens, Greece x Multi -stakeholder 150

Others SEPE Newle er * ICT Sector News * ieWOMEN Banner placement24/3/2017 Greece x x Multi -stakeholder 75,000
http://0wsx.mj.am/nl/0ws x/l3yur.
html?a=puYCiv&b=7e789656&c=0

SEPE Newle er * ICT Sector News * ieWOMEN Banner placement21/3/2017 Greece x x Multi -stakeholder 75,000
http://0wsx.mj.am/nl/0ws x/l3r6m
.html?a=ptFRGl&b=4c006cb6&c=0

SEPE Newle er * ICT Sector News * ieWOMEN Banner placement14/3/2017 Greece x x Multi -stakeholder 75,000
http://0wsx.mj.am/nl/0ws x/l3hy9.
html?a=pr10vB&b=5c3aafd9&c=0

SEPE Newle er * ICT Sector News * ieWOMEN Banner placement9/3/2017 Greece x x Multi -stakeholder 75,000 http://0wsx.mj.am/nl/0ws x/l3v5k.html?a=ppi06T&b=277aaca7&c=0wsx&d=85519088&e=213b9697&emai l=myrvas %40sepe.gr
SEPE Newle er * ICT Sector News * ieWOMEN Banner placement7/3/2017 Greece x x Multi -stakeholder 75,000 http://0wsx.mj.am/nl/0ws x/l3z5j.html?a=povbCS&b=cd09a35b&c=0wsx&d=ffb87c9c&e=95ae2d63&emai l=myrvas %40sepe.gr
SEPE Newle er * ICT Sector News * ieWOMEN Banner placement28/2/2017 Greece x x Multi -stakeholder 75,000 http://0wsx.mj.am/nl/0ws x/l3pz4.html?a=plJvS5&b=78054bd2&c=0wsx&d=1402065e&e=3bf0f0cf&emai l=myrvas%40s epe.gr
SEPE Newle er * ICT Sector News * ieWOMEN Banner placement21/2/2017 Greece x x Multi -stakeholder 75,000 http://0wsx.mj.am/nl/0ws x/l3st6.html?a=pj8PZQ&b=db9d5b39&c=0ws x&d=2d786cc9&e=cad75172&emai l=myrvas %40sepe.gr
SEPE Newle er * ICT Sector News * ieWOMEN Banner placement16/2/2017 Greece x x Multi -stakeholder 75,000 http://0wsx.mj.am/nl/0ws x/l3wo7.html?a=phreQ9&b=55098bef&c=0wsx&d=c40760bb&e=da428ffa&emai l=myrvas%40s epe.gr
SEPE Newle er * ICT Sector News * ieWOMEN Banner placement14/2/2017 Greece x x Multi -stakeholder 75,000 http://0wsx.mj.am/nl/0ws x/lpyhq.html?a=pgpdUM&b=b415403c&c=0wsx&d=5ade3c03&e=240fe27e&emai l=myrvas %40sepe.gr
SEPE Newle er * ICT Sector News * ieWOMEN Banner placement7/2/2017 Greece x x Multi -stakeholder 75,000 http://0wsx.mj.am/nl/0ws x/lpngk.html?a=pdmiyu&b=4dfcc926&c=0wsx&d=fc864018&e=ac127573&emai l=myrvas%40s epe.gr
SEPE Newle er * ICT Sector News * ieWOMEN Banner placement2/2/2017 Greece x x Multi -stakeholder 75,000 http://0wsx.mj.am/nl/0ws x/lpimx.html?a=pbhst3&b=387ee4d5&c=0ws x&d=9ca5b494&e=31bcf9b2&emai l=myrvas %40sepe.gr
SEPE Newle er * ICT Sector News * ieWOMEN Banner placement31/1/2017 Greece x x Multi -stakeholder 75,000 http://0wsx.mj.am/nl/0ws x/lpg83.html?a=pabcET&b=25be726f&c=0wsx&d=a624a99f&e=fbd33cd7&emai l=myrvas%40s epe.gr
SEPE Newle er * ICT Sector News * ieWOMEN Banner placement26/1/2017 Greece x x Multi -stakeholder 75,000 http://0wsx.mj.am/nl/0ws x/lpzvv.html?a=p8d7HM&b=ad263faa&c=0wsx&d=10802259&e=4194124a&emai l=myrvas %40sepe.gr
SEPE Newle er * ICT Sector News * ieWOMEN Banner placement24/1/2017 Greece x x Multi -stakeholder 75,000 http://0wsx.mj.am/nl/0ws x/lp54o.html?a=p71SRY&b=83bdfd1d&c=0ws x&d=099a3942&e=8ed60e7b&email=myrvas%40sepe.gr
SEPE Newle er * ICT Sector News * ieWOMEN Banner placement19/1/2017 Greece x x Multi -stakeholder 75,000 http://0wsx.mj.am/nl/0ws x/lp3ms.html?a=p4MW2V&b=76f0ee26&c=0ws x&d=58bcff17&e=d2372b2f&emai l=info%40sepe.gr
SEPE Newle er * ICT Sector News * ieWOMEN Banner placement17/1/2017 Greece x x Multi -stakeholder 75,000 http://0wsx.mj.am/nl/0ws x/lp220.html?a=p3AXy0&b=33097cc8&c=0wsx&d=c5a929d3&e=e25a5f8f&emai l=myrvas%40sepe.gr
SEPE Newle er * ICT Sector News * ieWOMEN Banner placement12/1/2017 Greece x x Multi -stakeholder 75,000 http://0wsx.mj.am/nl/0ws x/lpss3.html?a=p1fFZk&b=dadba287&c=0wsx&d=7b4a4ca5&e=ef0ae1cb&emai l=myrvas%40sepe.gr
SEPE Newle er * ICT Sector News * ieWOMEN Banner placement10/1/2017 Greece x x Multi -stakeholder 75,000 http://0wsx.mj.am/nl/0ws x/lpwvo.html?a=oZOM1Q&b=77fd4d1a&c=0wsx&d=fdb98f07&e=8558d938&emai l=myrvas %40sepe.gr
SEPE Newle er * ICT Sector News * ieWOMEN Banner placement22/12/2016 Greece x x Multi -stakeholder 75,000 http://0wsx.mj.am/nl/0ws x/l2t99.html?a=oQZ1m3&b=4aedc9ec&c=0wsx&d=f0b30dee&e=3158cbb2&emai l=info%40sepe.gr

Planned dissemination and exploitation activities in the ieWOMEN Project

Characteristics of the 
Target Group

Size / number of organisations / persons reached 
approximately

Kind of documentation available

SEPE March 2016 - July 2017Period:
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4. CRE.THI.DEV. 

 

 

  

Organisation: Country: Greece
Please specify if 

necessary
Date(s)

(short description, names, 
titles, web-addresses 

etc.)
Duration

Frequency L R N E O

e-mails

Meetings 

4 meetings with the 
participation of all the team 
members (D.P., E.V., S.P., 
A.V., A.P.)

June, July, 
September 
2016 & March 
2017

CRETHIDEV'
s Premises

X

Workshops

Flyers / Posters

Seminars 
Conferences

Publications / 
newspapers / 

Magazines

Presentations 
Research & Findings on 
Female Entrepreneurship and 
ICT

2.3.2017

NCSR 
DEMOKRITO
S X

Women employees, 
self-employed, 
entrepreneurs, 
students, 
unemployed, 
academics, 
researchers, policy 
makers Articles. Photos

Internet www.crethidev.gr
June 2016 - 
2017 site X All site

Others

e-Mails

745 personal emails to 
women potential beneficiaries 
for the questionnaires and the 
project's results

June 2016 - 
March 2017 Internet X

Women employees, 
self-employed, 
entrepreneurs, 
students, 
unemployed, 
academics, 
researchers, policy 
makers Mails, Report of mails sent.

Meetings 31 personal Interviews

17 October - 30 November 2016

Different 
places in 
Athens X

Women & men  
employees, self-
employed, 
entrepreneurs, 
academics, 
researchers, 
mentors,  policy 
makers 31 Questionnaires

Workshops 1 Focus Group

11.10.2016 Athens X

Women employees, 
self-employed, 
entrepreneurs, 
students, Coach - 
Mentor Minutes

Flyers / Posters

Seminars 
Conferences

Publications / X

 Newspapers / 
Magazines 

2 Article Publications in 
"Amaryssia" & "Machimo 
Vima" Newspapers Article, Newspapers

Radio / TV

Internet
2079 recipients via social 
media and business sites and 
blogs

June 2016 - 
March 2017 On-line X

Women & men  
employees, self-
employed, 
entrepreneurs, 
students, 
unemployed, 
academics, 
researchers, policy 
makers

Print Screens from Facebook, 
Lnkedin, Athens Chamber of 
Tradesmen's Site

Internet
www.eea.gr/news, 2 
posts

28.02.2017 & 
15.03.2017 X

Women & men  
employees, self-
employed, 
entrepreneurs, 
students, 
unemployed, 
academics, 
researchers, policy 
makers Article, Print Screens

Internet www.ermispress.gr

March 2017 X

Women & men  
employees, self-
employed, 
entrepreneurs, 
students, 
unemployed, 
academics, 
researchers, policy 
makers Article, Print Screens

Internet www.crethidev.gr
June 2016 - 
2017 X All Site

Internet www.thesi.gr
March 2017 
(9.3.) X All Article, Print Screens

Lobbying / 
Networking

Others

Planned dissemination and exploitation activities in the ieWOMEN Project

Period: June 2016 - March 2016CRE.THI.DEV.

Characteristics of 
the Target Group

Size / number of organisations / 
persons reached approximately

Kind of documentation 
available

a) Inside your organisation

b) outside your organisation

PlaceActivities

Level: 
L = local; R = regional; N 
= national; E = EU; O = 

Outside EU 
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5. ECWT 

 

 
  

Organisation: Country:

Please specify if necessary Date(s)

(short description, names, titles, web-addresses etc.) Duration

Frequency L R N E O

e-mails To Norwegian Ministry of  Foreign Affairs once / Q web x ´4 e-mails
Meetings With Norwegian Ministry of  Foreign Affairs Ministry x ´4

Workshops

Flyers / Posters

Seminars 
Conferences

Press release about e-Women Project start-up
02/03/2016 e-mail 

x
multi-stakeholder

1000+
press-release

Press release about e-Women Project Final Conference & 
Future Plans 02/03/2017 e-mail x x multi-stakeholder 1000+ press-release

Presentations 

Internet www.ecwt.eu http://www.ecwt.eu
Others

e-Mails ECWT EU project partners continuously web x women tech entrepreneurs 20 organizations e-mails
Meetings

Workshops

Flyers / Posters

Seminars 
Conferences

e-Women Final Conference in Athens 02/03/2017 Athens, GR x x multi-stakeholder 150 http://www.iewomen.eu/1005_2/CONFERENCE

#WomenLeaderTIC - ECWT Pres. @ Global Conference 
Barcelona, ES 16/11/2016 Barcelona, ES x x global multi-stakeholder 

ICT 300

http://us11.campaign-
archive2.com/?u=2fba3773ff376d26746c80aae&id=719
28c4976

WeHubs Final Conference 17/11/2016 Brussels, BE x x women tech entrepreneurs 150 http://wehubs.eu/summary/

Web-Summit 2016 7-11/11/2016
Lisabon, PT

x x x tech entrepreneurs 50000+
https://startupjuncture.com/2016/11/17/web-summit-
2016-women-in-tech-have-to-help-other-women/

Web-Summit 2016 7-11/11/2016
Lisabon, PT

x x x tech entrepreneurs 50000+
http://us11.campaign-
archive2.com/?u=2fba3773ff376d26746c80aae&id=431
e2eb882

Women´s e-Leadership Conference
3/10/2016

Nyenrode, NL
x x

multi-stakeholder tech 
sector

200+
http://rightbrains.nl/education/ciao-in-one-
day/speakers-ciao-one-day/

Digital Innovation for Growth Academy
12/10/2016

Brussels, BE
x

MEPs, tech entrepreneur-
ship trainers & educators

50
http://www.ecwt.eu/en/news-content?id=270

e-Women Official Visit to Norway 26-28/09/2016 Oslo, Drammen, NO x x
public & business sector, 

academia, NGOs
20+

http://www.ecwt.eu/en/entrepreneurship

WaW Project Meeting 7/07/2016 Uppsala, SE x EU Project partners 15 http://www.uwawme.eu

WeHubs
´17-18/02/2016

Brussels, BE
x

EU policy officers, women 
tech entrepreneurs

150
http://www.wehubs.eu

ICT 2015 European Commission, ECWT Workshop on women 
in Tech 21-24/10/2015

Lisabon, PT
x x x 

multi-stakeholder tech 
sector representatives

300
http://www.ecwt.eu

Publications / 

 Newspapers / 
Magazines 

Radio / TV

www.ecwt.eu http://www.ecwt.eu

ECWT is putting strong emphasis on supporting 
innovation of the female talents in Greece!

02/03/2017 web x x x x x public 

http://www.ecwt.eu/en/news-content?id=281
e-Women project info 3/02/2016

Website x x x x x public

http://www.ecwt.eu/en/entrepreneurship

Innovation & employability of Women 3/02/2016

EEA Grants Website x x x x x public

http://eeagrants.org/project-portal/project/GR07-0009

e-Women project info 3/02/2016

Demokritos website x x x x x public

https://www.iit.demokritos.gr/project/e-women

e-Women Official Visit to Norway 26-28/09/2016 Oslo, Drammen, NO x x
public & business sector, 

academia, NGOs
20+

http://www.ecwt.eu/en/entrepreneurship

e-Women Final Conference in Athens 02/03/2017 Athens, GR x x Multi-stakeholder 150 http://www.iewomen.eu/1005_2/CONFERENCE
Others

Seminars 
Conferences

Internet

Lobbying / 
Networking

Publications / 
newspapers / 

Magazines

Planned dissemination and exploitation activities in the ieWOMEN Project
Period:

Characteristics of the Target 
Group

Size / number of organisations / 
persons reached approximately

Kind of documentation available

a) Inside your organisation

b) outside your organisation

PlaceActivities

Level: 
L = local; R = regional; N = 

national; E = EU; O = 
Outside EU 
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ANNEX III – PROMOTIONAL & COMMUNICATION ACTIVITIES EVIDENCE  
 

Website: www.iewomen.eu 

Homepage  (GR/EN Version)  
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2.2 The Project (GR/EN Version) 

 

 

 

2.3 Partners (GR/EN Version) 
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2.4 Work Packages (GR/EN Version) 
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2.5 News (GR/EN Version) 
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2.6 Contact (GR/EN Version) 
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3. Social Media/Facebook page  
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4. e-Banner Placement 
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SEPE Newsletter, 24/3/2017 
 

 

SEPE Newsletter, 21/3/2017 
 

 

SEPE Newsletter, 14/3/2017 

 

SEPE Newsletter, 9/3/2017 
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SEPE Newsletter, 7/3/2017 

 

SEPE Newsletter, 28/2/2017 

 

SEPE Newsletter, 23/2/2017 

 

SEPE Newsletter 21/2/2017 
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SEPE Newsletter 16/2/2017 

 

SEPE Newsletter 14/2/2017 

 

SEPE Newsletter, 7/2/2017 

 

SEPE Newsletter, 2/2/2017 
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SEPE Newsletter, 31/1/2017 

 

SEPE Newsletter, 26/1/2017 

 

SEPE Newsletter, 24/1/2017 

 

SEPE Newsletter, 19/1/2017 
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SEPE Newsletter, 17/1/2016 

 

SEPE Newsletter, 12/1/2017 

 

SEPE Newsletter, 10/1/2017 

 

 

SEPE Newsletter, 22/12/2016 

5. Publications/Presentations/Workshops 
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1. Paper - Online Research for the Impact of ICTs on Greek Women’s Employability and Entrepreneurship 

Marios A. Pappas,  Athanasios Drigas, Yannis Papagerasimou, Helen Dimitriou, Maria Giannacourou, Nadia Katsanou, 
Sofia Papakonstantinou, Evangelia Daratsanou, Christina Agoritsa, “Online Research for the Impact of ICTs on Greek 
Women's Employability and Entrepreneurship”, International Journal of Advanced Corporate Learning (iJAC), Vol. 10, 
No. 1, pp. 75-90, 2017. 
Abstract - Due to the increasing demands of highly skilled employees on ICT, European industries could face 
shortage of employees in the ICT sector. In the existing problem of lack of ICT executives in the European 
labour market it is added the problem of low representation of women in jobs related to ICT. In Greece this 
problem is even more intense as a result of the economic conditions in the last six years. Our online research 
for the impact of ICT on Greek women’s employability and entrepreneurship revealed that women 
overwhelmingly recognize that the field of digital entrepreneurship is one of the most important indicators 
of success in the 21st century economy, as well as that there are large gaps and mismatches between the 
supply and demand for ICT skills. Women believe that they are under-represented in the ICT sector and there 
is a gender-based gap in both ICT professionals and new occupations associated with new communication 
technologies. The problem of under-representation of women in the ICT sector, highlights the need for design 
and implementation of actions which will enable the female population in training and participation in 
entrepreneurship and employment with focus on ICT.  
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2. Paper - ICT-based Innovation and Employability for Women                                                                                                                                 
Marios A. Pappas, Yannis Papagerasimou, Athanasios Drigas, Dimitris Raftopoulos, Pantelis Nikolaidis, “ICT-based 
Innovation and Employability for Women”, International Journal of Engineering Pedagogy (iJEP), Vol. 7, No. 2, pp. 36-
47, 2017. 
Abstract - The utilization of ICTs in creating new jobs and eliminating gender based inequalities in 
employability and entrepreneurship, employs increasingly more researchers, governments and organizations 
around the world. In this article we analyze the current situation regarding the impact of ICTs, social networks 
and media on creating new opportunities for the employability of women. We also present the new market 
requirements, the new e-skills that will be acquired by women in order to take advantage of new labor 
market opportunities. Finally special reference is made to new trends in women's entrepreneurship as well 
as the supportive role of ICTs. 
 

 

 
 
3. Paper - ICT innovation towards female entrepreneurship & employability (TO BE PUBLISHED)                                                                                                            
Marios A. Pappas,  Athanasios Drigas, Yannis Papagerasimou, Helen Dimitriou, Maria Giannacourou, Nadia Katsanou, 
Sofia Papakonstantinou, Miltiadis Lytras, Zoi Karabatzaki, Computers in Human Behavior     
Abstract - The social and income inequalities in Greece, as a result of the ongoing economic crisis, lead us to 
search for innovative ways of dealing with the current situation, following the scientific perspective. In this 
paper we present the existing opportunities offered through electronic networks, tools and markets, as well 
as professional, educational, social and e-learning platforms. The purpose of this study is to investigate the 
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impact of ICT on women’s employability and entrepreneurship as well as on career prospects in managerial 
positions in Greece, in order to map the existing situation, identify needs and suggest educational and 
training routes. 
 
4. Paper/study - "ICT reduce labour inequalities between gender"

 
 

SEPE Newsletter * ICT Sector News, 24/3/2017 

 

SEPE Newsletter * ICT Sector News, 21/3/2017 

 

SEPE Newsletter * ICT Sector News, 14/3/2017 
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SEPE Newsletter, 10/3/2017 

 

IeWOMEN News, 10/3/2017 

        

 

 

SEPE Newsletter * ICT Sector News, 9/3/2017 

 

 

SEPE Newsletter * ICT Sector News, 7/3/2017 
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www.sepe.gr, 3/3/2017 

 

SEPE Newletter * ICT Sector News, 28/2/2017 

 

SEPE Newletter * ICT Sector News, 23/2/2017 
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SEPE BoD Activities Report 2015-2016 

  

SEPE BoD Activities Report 2015-2017 
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https://www.iit.demokritos.gr/newsletter/19.html  

 
 

Presentation of ieWomen Project in NCSR “DEMOKRITOS” Summer School (4-15/7/2016) 
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Presentation of ieWomen Project in NCSR “DEMOKRITOS” Seminars 

 
NCSR DEMOKRITOS 
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ANNEX IV – FINAL CONFERENCE 

1.  Invitation 

Invitation 
“Innovation & Employability for Women” Conference 

Thursday, March 2nd, 2017 
 
In the framework of the ieWOMEN project, you are cordially invited to attend the Conference themed 
“Innovation & Employability for Women”, that will take place on Thursday, March 2nd, 2017, at the 
premises of NCSR "Demokritos". 
 
The conference aims at highlighting the status of technology in terms of participation and awareness among 
women, particularly young women in the Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) and the 
benefits arising from their use in the field of employment, entrepreneurship and innovation and will host 
distinguished guests for Greece and the E.U. 
 
The “Innovation and Employability for Women (ie-Women) project is funded by the Financial Mechanism 
(XM) of the European Economic Area (EEA) Period 2009-2014, under the control of the General Secretariat 
for Research and Technology (GSRT). 
It is implemented by the NCSR “Demokritos”, the Federation of Hellenic ICT Enterprises (SEPE), the General 
Secretariat for Gender Equality (GGIF), the consulting company CRETHIDEV and the European Center for 
Women in Technologies (ECWT). 
 
Participation in the conference is cost free and Registration is required. 
Participants will receive an attendance certification. 
 
To learn more about the conference’s agenda and register, click here. 
For additional information: info@iewomen.eu. 
 
      Partners: 

  

   

 
 
Funding: 
The project is funded by EEA Grants  
under the control of GSRT. 

 
 

     Conference Sponsors: 
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2. Agenda 

 

Innovation & Employability for Women “ieWomen” Final Conference 
Thursday, March 2nd, 2017, NCSR “Demokritos”, Athens, Greece 

 
 

09:00 - 09:40:  REGISTRATION 
09:40 - 09:45: Welcome - Master of Ceremony 

Dr. Athanasios DRIGAS, Scientific Responsible of: Net Media Laboratory, ieWOMEN Project 
 

09:45 - 10: 00: Opening speech by Dr. Georgios Nounessis, President, NCSR “Democritos” 
 
 
KEYNOTE SPEAKERS:  
 
10:00 – 10:15: Fotini KOUVELA, General Secretary for Gender Equality 

                                MINISTRY OF INTERIOR  
 

10:15 - 10:40: Dr. Athanasios DRIGAS, Scientific Responsible of: Net Media Laboratory, ieWOMEN Project 
Project Presentation 

10:40 – 11:00: Eva FABRY, Director, European Centre for Women and Technology (ECWT) 
 
 

 
Nadia KATSANOU, ieWOMEN Project & Conference Coordinator, Net Media Laboratory, NCSR 
Demokritos 

 
 
11:00 – 12:00: 

 
 
PANEL ON FEMALE EMPLOYABILITY 

 Moderator: Venetia KOUSSIA, Chairman of the Employment Committee 
                      American Hellenic Chamber of Commerce 
 

 Pantelis NIKOLAIDIS, NCSR “Demokritos”, ieWOMEN Project Team Member 
 

 Antigoni PAPANIKOLAOY, Legal & Corporate Affairs Director, Microsoft 
 Eleni TSIPA, PR & Corporate Citizenship Specialist GCMM Cluster, Oracle Hellas 
 Myriam VASSILIADOU, Administration & Advertising Executive, SEPE, ieWOMEN Project 

Team Member 
 
 
12:00 - 12:30: 

 
 
COFFEE BREAK 
 
 

12:30 - 13:30: PANEL ON ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
 Moderator: Rena BARDANI, Director of Human Resources, Hellenic Federation of 

Enterprises (SEV) 
 
Evaggelia DARATSANOU, CRE.THI.DEV., ieWOMEN Project Team Member 
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 Anna DANTI, Information & Communication Officer, European Commission Representation 
in Greece 

 Costas KARAMANIS, Chair, ICT Industry & Services Sector Group, Enterprise Europe 
Network 

 Roula BACHTALIA, Project manager, THE EGG-enter-grow-go 
  
13:30 - 14:30: PANEL ON INNOVATION (ieWomen and OPENiSME) 
 Moderator: Dimitris RAFTOPOULOS, European Centre for Women and Technology (ECWT) 

 
 Andreas STEFANIDIS, President, Academy of Entrepreneurship (AKEP) 

                                        OPENiSME Project Representative  
 

 Konstantinos KALOGERAKIS, Finnovative, National Bank of Greece 
 Magda LIAPI, Communications Manager, Greek Mobile Operators Association (EEKT) 
  
14:30 – 15:00: SUCCESS STORIES 
 Vivian KARAVIA, NOSTIMO salt 
 Vera PAPAGGELOPOULOU-Eva EPITROPAKI, JamJar 
 Anna KASSIMATI, isMOOD 
 Maria MONASTIRIOTI, Ippolyti mama’s flavours 

 
 

15:00 – 15:30: CONFERENCE CONCLUSIONS 
 Dr. Athanasios DRIGAS, Scientific Responsible of: Net Media Laboratory, ieWOMEN Project 

 
  
15:30 - 16:30: LIGHT LUNCH AND NETWORKING 

 
Last Update: 1/3/2017 

  
      Partners: 

  

   

 
 
Funding: 
The project is funded by EEA 
Grants  
under the control of GSRT. 

 
 

     Conference Sponsors: 
    

 
 

   
 



 

 
www.eeagrants.org 
  

3. Event’s Patricipants Name Badges 

 

 

 

Innovation & Employability  

for Women 

“ieWomen” Final Conference 
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5. Attendance Certificate 

 

6. Photos 

Photos of the event are available for downloading at: 
http://www.sepe.gr/files/1/iewomen/PHOTOS_2.3.2017.zip  

 


